
Question Answer Mark 

1(a)(i) Magnetic field at Y: ‘towards the bottom of the page’ ticked 
Force at Y: ‘to the left’ ticked

B1 
B1

(a)(ii) There is a force on X  
because of the (magnetic) field caused by Y 
OR due to the (magnetic) field around / of Y 
OR the (magnetic) fields due to X and Y interacting 

B1

(b) Change in current / field is brief / for short time / occurs as switch 
closes 
Changing magnetic field / flux links with secondary coil / other 
coil / core OR field / flux lines cut coil 
Causes induced voltage / current

B1 

B1 
B1
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2  (a) (i) (I = )P/V OR 18 000/120 OR 18/120
C1

150 A A1 

(ii) (E = )Pt OR 18 000 × 30 × 60 OR 18 000 × 1800 OR 18 000 × 30 OR 5.4 × 105 C1 

3.2 × 107
 J OR 9.0 kW h A

(b) any three of:
(high voltage means) low(er) current
for given supply power

(low(er) current means) less heat/thermal energy (generated in cables) OR P = I2R
for given resistance (of cables)
cables heated by current B3 [7]

3  B
B1 

B1 
B1 

 (a (i) changing magnetic field (in coil) or field lines cut coil (or vice versa)
e.m.f./current induced

(ii) smaller deflection/current/reading/voltage or deflection lasts longer (ignore
slower)
rate of cutting field lines/change of magnetic field reduced

(iii) deflection/current in opposite direction B1 

(b) alternating/changing current (in primary coil) B1 
B1 

B1 

alternating/changing magnetic field clearly in core
field channelled from primary to secondary by core (somehow
expressed) or  core increases effect
induced e.m.f. in secondary B1 [9] 

4 ) 
)  both B1 

 (a first finger – field / magnetism / flux
second finger – current / charge flow (NOT electron flow)

(b)b)  brush  OR  contact  OR  sliding connector B1 
split ring  OR  commutator  NOT slip ring B1 

(ii) clockwise  OR  right side down  OR  left side up  OR  correct arrows
on figure   NOT  turn to the right B1 

(iii) more current / more voltage / “stronger battery” / more power ) 
) 
) 

more turns on coil / more coils
stronger magnet  Ignore bigger magnets
closer magnet / magnetic poles
more magnets
iron core

)  any 2 B1, B1 
) 
) [6] 
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5 (a) (i) circular line of force around wire through P M1
A1arrow(s) on line anticlockwise - none wrong

(ii) arrow through Q to left A1 3

B1
B1 2

(b) (i) none/stays same
(ii) direction reverses

(c) at S - stronger
at T - same (strength)
at W - same (strength)

B1
B1
B1 3

[8]
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